We carry out a pseudo out-of-sample density forecasting study for US GDP with an autoregressive benchmark and alternatives to the benchmark that include both oil prices and stochastic volatility. The alternatives to the benchmark produce superior density forecasts. This comparative density performance appears to be driven more by stochastic volatility than by oil prices, and it primarily occurs outside of the great recession. We use our density forecasts to compute a recession risk indicator around the great recession. The alternative model with the real price of oil generates the earliest strong signal of a recession; but it surprisingly indicates reduced recession immediately after the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy. Use of the "net oil-price increase" nonlinear transformation of oil prices does lead to warnings of highly elevated risk during the Great Recession.
Introduction
In this paper we carry out a pseudo out-of-sample (OOS) density forecasting exercise to examine the predictive content of oil prices for US real GDP growth. Our point of departure is the seminal paper of Hamilton (1983) , who shows that large crude oil price increases systematically Granger-caused US recessions from the early post-World War II period to the beginning of the 1980s. This paper and much of the subsequent literature on oil prices and output primarily focus on the in-sample predictive power of oil prices for real output. 1 integral-based risk measure employed by Kilian and Manganelli (2008) , which they show is quite general and includes as special cases many measures of risk developed in the economic risk management literature. We use this to compute a risk of recession measure around the Great Recession.
Building upon the burgeoning literature documenting significant evidence of time-varying volatility in macroeconomic times series of many advanced economies, Clark and Ravazzolo (2015) study the OOS forecasting implications of incorporating models of such volatility in autoregressive (AR) and vector autoregressive models. Their results favor use of a stochastic volatility (SV) models to capture time-varying volatility, especially with respect to density forecasting. Accordingly, we condition the analysis in this paper by adding an SV component to our forecasting models with and without oil prices.
Our main results are as follows. The AR benchmark without SV dominates in point forecasting. But the alternatives to the benchmark that include both oil prices and an SV component often produce superior density forecasts. Two models that generate particularly accurate density forecasts relative to this benchmark are those that include the real price of oil and the "net oil-price increase" measure of Hamilton (1996) . It appears that SV plays a bigger role than oil prices in this comparative density forecast performance. The relative performance of these alternative density forecasts generally improves between the 1990-1991 recession and the Great Recession, and after the Great Recession. Further, our model which includes the real price of crude oil and SV produces, at the shorter forecast horizon, the earliest strong signal of recession risk during the Great Recession.
In Section 2 we present our forecasting models and the OOS evaluation criteria. The OOS results are evaluated in Section 3 and in Section 4 we discuss our risk of recession indicator. Section 5 concludes.
Forecasting GDP with oil prices
We generate and evaluate forecasts using both ex-post revised and real-time data. We use data for US real GDP and the consumer price index (CPI) downloaded from the Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank's realtime database. From past issues of the US Energy Information Agency's petroleum marketing monthly (PMM) available in electronic form, we constructed vintages of real-time data for the imported refiner's acquisition cost of crude oil (RAC); we use the value of the imported RAC in the third month of the quarter as the quarterly value. 3 We generate h-step ahead OOS point and density forecasts, for h = 1 and h = 5, of quarterly US real GDP growth rates. Our h = 1 forecast is a "nowcast" of the quarter t+1 real GDP growth rate using real-time data vintage t+1. The real-time OOS forecasts are evaluated with the actual data realization of real GDP given by the last vintage release available at the time our computational work was carried out, i.e. 2013Q1. For all the models we use direct forecasting for the five-step ahead forecasts, such that we do not employ multi-equation systems to produce these forecasts.
Predictive regressions
A standard benchmark to forecast real GDP growth at horizon h is an autoregressive model of order p (AR):
where Δy t = log GDP t -log GDP t-1 , GDP t = real GDP for observation t, and v t+h~W N(0, σ 2 ). In the oil and the macroeconomy literature, the lag order p is often set equal to 4 with quarterly data; see, for example, Hamilton (2003) . We follow this practice. To facilitate our density forecasts, we also assume v t+h~N (0, σ 2 ). The benefit of this and associated assumptions is that exact analytical expressions are available for the density forecasts in the Bayesian approach we use. Bayesian inference is applied with weak informative conjugate priors to restrict regression coefficients to zero. We use a normal-inverse-g prior with means for α and the β i equal to zero and variances equal to 100. For the variance σ 2 we use an inverse-g with degrees of freedom equal to the number of regressors including the intercept. The predictive densities are Student-t distributed and the means (which are the same as the medians in this case) of the densities are used as point forecasts; see, for example, equation (3.40) and the associated discussion in Koop (2003) for details. 4 We also use an autoregressive benchmark with stochastic volatility (AR-SV):
where
. Clark and Ravazzolo (2015) report that this random walk process for log volatility generates superior forecasts for US GDP relative to a stationary AR model and several alternative specifications of time-varying volatility in terms of two density forecasting metrics used in this paper, the average log score and average continuous ranked probability score (CRPS).
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In particular, in panel A of their Table II Clark and Ravazzolo (2015) report that the AR-SV model yields the highest average log score up to the 1-year forecast horizon relative to an AR model, AR models with stationary or fat-tailed stochastic volatility, an AR model with time-varying parameters and stochastic volatility, an AR model with GARCH volatility, and an AR-mixture model. The difference with the AR model is statistically significant at the 1-quarter forecast step. As shown by comparison of panels A of their Tables II and III, the OOS density forecasting performance of the AR-SV model is stronger in terms of the average CRPS relative to the average log score, i.e. the AR-SV average CRPS improvements are statistically significant for all forecast horizons. The random walk specification also has the benefit of eliminating the need to estimate two parameters in the latent equation and allows us to avoid possibly large associated estimation errors.
In our alternatives to the benchmarks we add an oil price measure and also allow for random walk log volatility:
where ν t+h follows the specification in (2) and oil t is the oil-price measure at time t. We refer to models given by (3) as autoregressive distributed lag models with stochastic volatility (ADL-SV). Point forecasts for the AR-SV and ADL-SV models are equal to the medians of the associated density forecasts. More specific details on our estimation strategy can be found in Appendix A. The oil-price measures we use are listed in Table 1 . They are based on Kilian and Vigfusson (2013) . The models are estimated and forecasts are produced via a sequence of recursive windows. The first recursive window in-sample period is 1975Q1-1989Q4. For h = 1 and h = 5, the last in-sample periods are 1975Q1-2012Q3 and 1975Q1-2011Q3 . The 1975Q1 initial observation is dictated by the lags we allow for and the availability of the RAC data.
A note is in order about how we estimate our models with real-time data. As explained by Clark and McCracken (2009) , difficulties arise when comparing real-time OOS forecasts due to different degrees of data revision across forecast origins. One solution is to use Koenig, Dolmas, and Piger (2003) "strategy 1" for estimation of the predictive regressions: first-release data are used for the left-side variables; at each point in the sample, the latest available data at that date are used for right-side variables. Under this estimation approach, predictability tests developed for the case of non-revised data can be applied; see Clark and McCracken (2011) . As a result, we implement Koenig, Dolmas, and Piger (2003) strategy 1 for estimation of our models.
Forecast evaluation criteria
The accuracy of point forecasts is measured with the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) metric. The density forecasts are evaluated via the average log score and average continuous ranked probability score (CRPS). The log score is considered the most comprehensive measure of density forecast accuracy. But the average CRPS is thought to have advantages over the average log score in that it is less sensitive to outliers and more sensitive to predictions that are close to but not equal to the outcome. Useful references on these density forecast measures include Mitchell and Hall (2005) , Gneiting and Raftery (2007) , Geweke and Amisano (2010) , Gneiting and Ranjan (2011) , and Ravazzolo and Vahey (2014) .
The average log score is negative, and a higher average log score for the alternative model indicates that it performs better than the benchmark. The average CRPS is positive, and a lower average CRPS for the alternative model indicates that it performs better than the benchmark. In our tables we report MSPE, average log score, and average CRPS ratios relative to our benchmarks. A ratio less than one indicates superior forecast performance for the alternative to the benchmark, i.e. the model which includes oil prices. To assess whether differences in forecast accuracy are significant, we apply Diebold and Mariano (1995) t-tests; the associated t-statistics are computed with serial correlation-robust standard errors.
Out-of-sample forecast evaluation
We organize our discussion as follows. First we focus on MSPEs of the point forecasts. Then we analyze the average log scores and average CRPS values of our density forecasts. The OOS MSPE, average log score, and average CRPS results are reported in Tables 2 and 3 . We conclude by using our density forecasts to compute a GDP growth rate variant of Kilian and Manganelli's (2008) risk of a negative gap measure around the most recent recession.
MSPE comparisons
At forecast horizon h = 1, the point forecasts from the ADL-SV alternatives all perform worse relative to the AR(4) benchmark using both ex-post revised and real-time data. Against the AR-SV benchmark at this forecast step, the relative performance of the ADL-SV alternatives improves considerably, since the AR-SV MSPEs are a good deal higher than the AR(4) MSPEs. Using both ex-post revised and real-time data the ADL-SV MSPEs are lower than the AR-SV MSPE in roughly half of the cases. None of these MSPE reductions against the AR-SV benchmark, however, are significant at conventional levels. Kilian and Vigfusson (2013) for the motivation behind each; the net+ case is the "net oil-price increase" measure introduced in Hamilton (1996) . For the anet (short for asymmetric net change) oil-price measure, the δ i parameters in (3) are 2-element vectors, allowing the coefficients on lags of net + and net − to differ; with the net oil-price measure, these coefficients are constrained to be equal. Table reports results for out-of-sample tests of equal predictability for models of US GDP growth at two forecasting horizons, h = 1 and h = 5 steps ahead. The models were estimated using recursive windows of data; the first in-sample window is 1974Q1-1989Q4. The panel labeled "Ex-Post Revised Data" reports results using the latest vintage of data for both estimation and forecasting. The panel labeled "Real-Time" reports results using vintages of real-time data via "strategy 1" of Koenig, Dolmas, and Piger (2003) , with OOS forecast errors computed using the first available real-time vintages of data. For the AR(4) benchmark models, MSPEs, average log scores, and average CRPS values reported; for alternatives to the benchmark, the ratio of the alternative model's MSPE, average log score, and average CRPS relative to those of the benchmark reported. In parentheses under these ratios are reported p-values for the Diebold and Mariano (1995) t-test for equal forecast accuracy; p-values below 0.10 appear in bold. See Table 1 for the oil-price measures associated with the ADL-SV models.
At forecast horizon h = 5, the point forecasts from the ADL-SV alternatives perform much better against the AR(4) benchmark relative to the h = 1 case. Using ex-post revised data the ADL-SV MSPEs are lower than the AR MSPE in roughly three-quarters of the cases, and using real-time data they are lower in all but one case. Only a few of these MSPE reductions against the AR benchmark are significant. The ADL-SV versus AR-SV MSPE results are quite similar, with the exception that the p-value for the equal MSPE null hypothesis is below 0.10 in five cases.
Log score and CRPS comparisons
At forecast horizon h = 1, the ADL-SV average log score ratios against the AR(4) benchmark are all less than one, using both ex-post revised and real-time data; with the exception of one case, the same is true for the ADL-SV CRSP ratios against the AR(4) benchmark. In all but three cases, the equal average log score null hypothesis is rejected at the 10% significance level in favor of the ADL-SV models. In only one case is the p-value <0.10 for the null that the ADL-SV and AR(4) average CRPSs are equal. Against the AR-SV benchmark, the density forecast improvement obtained with the ADL-SV alternatives is considerably weaker. The ADL-SV average log score is higher than that of the AR-SV benchmark in twelve out of eighteen cases, and the ADL-SV average CRPS is lower than the AR-SV average CRPS in roughly half of the cases. 6 In only 2 out of 18 cases is the ADL-SV average log score significantly higher than the AR-SV average log score, and in only three out of eighteen cases is the ADL-SV average CRPS significantly lower than the AR-SV average CRPS.
At forecast horizon h = 5, the average log score and average CRPS comparisons against the AR(4) benchmark are roughly the reverse of what occurs at h = 1. More specifically, at h = 5 there is much stronger evidence of density forecast improvement over the AR(4) benchmark with the ADL-SV alternatives via the average CRPS metric, while at h = 1 the ADL-SV density forecasts perform much better via the average log score criterion. In seventeen out of eighteen cases, the average CRPS ratios are less than one. That said, at h = 5 significant ADL-SV average CRPS reductions over the AR(4) benchmark are more common with use of ex-post revised data; p-values for tests of the equal average CRPS null below 0.10 in seven out of nine cases versus three out of nine cases with use of real-time data. With the AR(4) model as the benchmark, in no case is the equal average log score null rejected at the 10% significance level at h = 5. The ADL-SV average CRPS is significantly lower than the AR-SV average CRPS in only four out of eighteen cases.
To study the performance of the density forecasts across the OOS period, in Figures 1 and 2 we track the cumulative sums of the log score and CRPS for several models relative to the log score and CRPS of the AR(4) model. The cumulative sum of the relative log score at observation t is given by: > > then the average log score (average CRPS) for the alternative is higher (lower) than that of the AR(4) model when calculated over observations N+1, …, t. We consider the following three alternatives to the AR(4) model in these graphs: the AR-SV, ADL-SV rrac , and ADL-SV net+ models. These comparisons are particularly interesting since they allow us, respectively, to focus on: (i) the all else equal effect of adding a stochastic volatility component to the AR(4) model; (ii) the oil-price measure that leads to generally strong density forecasts via both the average log score and average CRPS; and (iii) the well-known oil-price measure introduced in Hamilton (1996) .
Our cusum t results are presented in Figures 1 and 2 , which show that the relative performance of the alternatives to the AR(4) benchmark are qualitatively similar across the cusum ls t and crps cusum t graphs for both ex-post revised and real-time data. At h = 1, the AR(4) benchmark dominates through the 1990-1991 recession. But after that downturn, the alternatives dominate and steadily improve, up to the beginning of the Great Recession. During the Great Recession, as in the 1990-1991 recession, the AR(4) model improves relative to its alternatives. The alternatives dominate after the Great Recession. This pattern shows that the h = 1 average log score and average CRPS results in Table 2 are driven primarily by the dominant behavior of the alternatives to the AR(4) benchmark between 1991 and 2008. The ex-post revised and real-time cusum t results at h = 5 differ somewhat. The behavior of the real-time h = 5 cusum t measures mirror pretty well what occurs at h = 1. In contrast, the ex-post revised cusum ls t and crps cusum t graphs show a worsening of the alternatives' relative performance beginning a few years before the 2001 recession. Also, the ex-post revised h = 5 cusum ls t plots show a particularly pronounced improvement in the AR(4) model's relative density forecast performance during the Great Recession, especially against the ADL-SV net+ model; this improvement in the Great Recession is strong enough to push the associated average log score ratio for this case in Table 2 above one.
Risk of recession
In this section of the paper we use our density forecasts to compute a measure of recession risk. In their generalization of the Taylor rule, Kilian and Manganelli (2008) define the risk of a negative gap (NGR) as:
where the parameters x is the deviation of output from potential, x is the central bank's lower threshold for x, and g is a measures of risk aversion. NGR measures the probability-weighted average loss when x < x. Shifting from the output gap to the GDP growth rate, Δy t , and setting the lower threshold for GDP growth at zero, we define the risk of recession (RR) as:
which is the probability-weighted average loss when output contracts, i.e. Δy t < 0. Via equation 7 under quadratic preferences, i.e, with g = 2, we compute RR around the Great Recession using the AR(4), AR-SV, ADL-SV rrac , and ADL-SV net+ density forecasts at h = 1 and h = with both ex-post revised and real-time data. Our results are shown in Figure 3 . Examination of RR under these difference density forecasts allows us to compare the extent to which these different density forecasts signal the arrival of this extremely deep recession.
At h = 1 using ex-post revised data, the ADL-SV rrac density forecast delivers the earliest strong signal of the recession. The eventual decline in RR under the AR(4) density forecast is larger, but it is also later, peaking two quarters after the collapse of Lehman Brothers. RR under the AR-SV and ADL-SV net+ forecast densities begins to decline at roughly the same point as under the ADL-SV rrac forecast, but the decline is considerably smaller. For each of the three ADL-SV density forecasts, the risk of recession counterintuitively decreases in 2008Q4, immediately following the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy and associated turmoil in financial markets. Using real-time data, the relative behavior of RR under the AR(4) and ADL-SV rrac density forecasts is similar during the recession. However, the ADL-SV rrac density forecast sends a strong signal of increased recession risk in the middle quarters of 2011. While this may be interpreted as a false signal, since it occurs during an NBER-dated expansion, it is consistent with analysis reporting elevated recession risk at the time; see, e.g. Berge, Elias, and Jordá (2011) .
At h = 5, RR declines strongly during the recession only for the ADL-SV rrac density forecast. But this occurs when the recession is close to ending. With both ex-post revised and real-time data, this density forecast also generates a strong signal of increased recession risk late in the OOS period. The benchmark AR(4) density forecast does not indicate a large risk of recession with either ex-post revised or real-time data.
Conclusions
Motivated by the recent out-of-sample focus in the oil and the macroeconomy literature opened by Hamilton (1983) , and by recent work which has provided increasing evidence the time-varying volatility in macroeconomic time series is well captured by SV modeling, we study the density forecasts of models which include both oil prices and SV. There is a sharp contrast between the OOS forecasting performance of the ADL-SV models relative to the AR benchmark across point and density forecasts. The AR benchmark dominates in point forecasting and the ADL-SV models dominate in density forecasting. The relative strength of the ADL-SV density forecasts appears to be accounted more so by SV than by oil prices. Further, this density forecast improvement over the AR benchmark generally occurs outside of the Great Recession.
At the shorter forecast horizon considered, the density forecast of the ADL-SV model that includes the real price of oil provides the strongest early signal of recession risk during the Great Recession. But this density forecast surprisingly indicates considerably reduced risk of recession in the midst of massive macroeconomic turbulence at the end of 2008 and early 2009. At this forecast step, the ADL-SV model with the real price of oil also generates a large jump in recession risk in the middle quarters of 2011, a period for which other researchers have documented nontrivial risk of recession for the US economy. The recession risk warning produced by the AR benchmark's density forecast at this forecast horizon, while strong, is delayed with respect to the Great Recession. At the longer forecast horizon, none of the density forecasts provide a strong early warning of recession risk for the Great Recession. It would be interesting to extend our analysis to a VAR-SV framework. This would allow our risk of recession measure to depend upon more than the behavior of GDP growth. Adding density forecasts of, for example, employment growth into this measure might better approximate the factors that go into the decisions of the NBER's Business Cycle Dating Committee.
We consider a large number of nonlinear transformations of oil prices as the oil-price measure to be added to the benchmark. Including these nonlinear oil-price measures generally does not lead to improved density forecasts relative to inclusion of the real price of oil. This is an important finding with respect to the consensus that has developed over the past 20-25 years, following Mork (1989) and Hamilton (1996) , that the effect of oil prices on GDP is nonlinear, and arguably is consistent with the main results in, for example, Kilian and Vigfusson (2011b) . Step 2: Draw the elements of the states for the mixture distribution used to approximate the χ 2 distribution under the Kim, Shephard, and Chib (1998) algorithm, conditional on B, the history of λ t , and σ 2 .
Step 3: Draw the elements of the variance λ t conditional on B, σ 2 , and the mixture states. See Primiceri (2005) for details. However, we use a 10 state approximation of the χ 2 distribution from Omori et al. (2007) instead of the 7-state approximation from Kim, Shephard, and Chib (1998) .
Step 4: Draw the variance σ 2 , conditional on B and the history of λ t . The sampling of σ 2 , the variance of innovations to the log variances, is based on an inverse-g priors and posteriors. The scale matrix of the posterior distribution is the sum of the prior mean × the prior degrees of freedom and Step 5: Draw the posterior distributions of forecasts accounting for the uncertainty in all parameters and shocks occurring over the forecast horizon.
From a forecast origin of period t, for each retained draw of the time series of λ t up through t+h, B, and σ 2 , we: (1) draw innovations to log volatilities for periods t+1 through t+h from a normal distribution with variance matrix σ 2 and use the random walk model of logλ t+h to compute λ t+1 , …, λ t+h ; (2) draw innovations to Δy t+h from a normal distribution with variance λ t+h , and use the autoregressive structure of the model, and oil price measures for the ADL-SV model, along with the time series of coefficients B to obtain draws of Δy t+h . The draws of Δy t+h are used to compute the forecast statistics of interest.
